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Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An application developer is working on IBM WebSphere Commerce
V7 FEP 7. and uses CATENTRY.FIELD1 to store the loyalty points
associated with the products. The developer needs to display
the loyalty points associated with each product on the product
display page in the storefront.
Which three of the following search components need to be
modified to achieve this?
A. wc-data-config.xml
B. we-rest-resourceconfig.xml
C. schema.xml
D. &lt;_config:result/&gt; element in wc-search.xml and add
field1 index
E. wc-component.xml
F. &lt;_config:query/&gt; element in wc-search.xml and add
field1 index
Answer: B,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation: Only used within an AS and has a default value of
100 - Local Preference
Can use the prepending feature to influence inbound traffic
flow - AS_Path
The lower of this value is the more desirable value .Used to
influence the incoming traffic flow from the neighbor
autonomous systems. -- MED
Proprietary to cisco and no sent to any BGP peers. Its local to
router only -Weight
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